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On the reflection représentation in Springer&apos;s theory

N. Spaltenstein

Summary The theory of arrangements of hyperplanes allows to attach to every parabohc subgroup of
a finite Coxeter group some numbers which look very much hke exponents of the Coxeter group In the

case of Weyl groups similar numbers anse from the character theory of fimte groups of Lie type, and

more generally from the theory of Spnnger&apos;s représentations For exceptional Weyl groups thèse

numbers were known to coïncide, at least if the charactenstic îs not a small prime Lehrer and Shoji f 8]

hâve shown that in charactenstic 0 the same îs true for classical Weyl groups, by Computing the

multiphcity of the reflection représentation in the Sprmger représentations associated to vanous
nilpotent orbits According to a note added in proof, they can handle ail nilpotent orbits which are
relevant to the connection with arrangements of hyperplanes, but some nilpotent orbits still évade their
investigation

In this paper we show that there îs an additional structure on the cohomology spaces they consider
This allows to recover their results in a more direct way, to complète the détermination of the

multiphcity of the reflection représentation in the Spnnger représentations for classical groups, and to
extend thèse results to arbitrary charactenstic, including charactenstic 2, for which we consider both
umpotent éléments in the group and nilpotent éléments in the Lie algebra We refer to [loc cit ] for a

description of the problem as far as arrangements of hyperplanes are concerned and deal hère only with
Spnnger représentations

1. Introduction

1.1. Let g be the Lie algebra of a connected reductive algebraic group G defined

over an algebraically closed field k. Let $ be the vanety of ail Borel subgroups of
G. For A € g let &amp;A {B e 01 \ A e Lie (B)}. The Springer représentation for A is

a natural action of the Weyl group W of G on the cohomology H*(@tA). The
cohomology theory used hère is /-adic cohomology, where / is a prime distinct from
the charactenstic of k. A construction of the représentation is sketched in 2.1.

Let p be the reflection représentation of W. What we actually détermine in this

paper is the multiplicity of p in the cohomology groups Hl($A) for A nilpotent,
when G is a classical group.

Let q be an indeterminate and let QA QGA £, ^ 0 - l)lHl(^A)qt/2, a polyno-
mial in q112 with virtual représentations of W as coefficients. We want to compute
&lt;2^5P) £uo(-l)I&lt;^&apos;(^).py/2) a polynomial in ql/2 with coefficients in Z.

Let B be a Borel subgroup of G, T c B a maximal torus. Then W can be

identified with NG(T)/T. The action of NG(T)/T on G/T by right multiplication
induces a left action of W on H*(G/T) s H*(G/B). This action coïncides with the
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Springer représentation on the cohomology of J^o $ [3], [10]. This can be used to
show that &lt;g0, p} E&apos;= qm&lt;, where r is the semisimple rank of G and mx,..., mr
are the exponents of G.

Remark. It is known under mild restrictions on the characteristic that âtA has

no odd cohomology. When this is the case, in the alternating sum defining QA the
ternis with / odd vanish and QA is therefore a polynomial in q with représentations
of W as coefficients. We shall not need this resuit hère.

For x e G we can consider in a similar way the variety âtx {B e 88 \x g B}.
There is an action of the Weyl group W on H*($x). If G is defined over a finite
field K, the polynomials Qx with x unipotent are tightly related to the Green
fonctions of the finite group G(K) [7], [9].

As long as the characteristic is good there is no essential différence between the

unipotent and the nilpotent case, as follows from [2, Prop. 9.3.3], and even for bad
characteristic many arguments apply to both cases with obvious changes. We shall
usually treat only one of them.

1.2. There is a natural bijection between Wand the set of ail G-orbits in Jf x $.
Let^ c &amp; x $ be the orbit corresponding to w e W.

Let &amp; be a conjugacy class of parabolic subgroups of G. Then {(BUB2) e
@ x ^ | there exists P e0&gt; such that BuB2c P} is a G-stable subset of M x 89,

hence of the form [jw€ wm Ow for a well-defined subset W(9) of W, and W(0&gt;) is

a subgroup of W which can be thought of as the Weyl group of P e 9. Let also
N(9&gt;) Nw(W{0&gt;)\ W* N(0&gt;)/W(0&gt;). For A e g let ^ {P g ^ | A e Lie (P)}.
Then W^ acts on the cohomology of 9A (see 2.1). Let nA •@A-J&gt;&amp;A be the map
which associâtes to B e$A the unique élément of 9 which contains B. The

following resuit, a proof of which is outlined in 2.1, could (or should) hâve been

stated by Borho and MacPherson [4].

THEOREM. The homomorphism n*A : H*(0*A) -&gt;H*($A) induces an isomor-
phism of W00-modules

H+i&amp;Jg&amp;H*^)&apos;***. (1.2.1)

In view of this resuit we define also PA I, ^ 0 - WHX^aW2* a polynomial in
ql/2 with virtual représentations of W^ as coefficients. When W^= 1 we consider
PA as a polynomial with coefficients in Z.

1.3. The approach used by Lehrer and Shoji to détermine (QAi p&gt; is to use 1.2.1,

considered as an isomorphism of graded vector spaces, with a conjugacy class of
parabolic subgroups 9 such that the cohomology groups H*(0*A) can be deter-
mined explicitly and for which the représentation ind^ 1 is small. For §IW (or gln)
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we can arrange to hâve mdj£w 1 1 -hp. As {QA,l} 1 (this can be deduced
from 1.2.1 with 0&gt; {G}), we get (QA, p} PA-l. For the remaining classical

groups the best one can achieve is indJJ^) l l+p + &lt;i; for some irreducible
représentation ^ of W. Then in PA — 1 we hâve contributions from both p and f.
Shoji and Lehrer can separate them to a large extent by using the commutative
diagram

(1.3.D

in which the vertical arrows are isomorphisms. They however overlook the fact that
1.3.1 is a commutative diagram of Jf^-modules, as follows from the following
lemma which is proved in 2.3.

LEMMA 1.4. For every A e g, the map H*(0&gt;) -+H*{0&gt;A) induced by the

inclusion 0*A c 0&gt; is W^-equivariant.

1.5. Let now G be one of the groups GLN, SpN or SON. For SpN and SON we
set n [N/2]. In ail cases we hâve a natural représentation of G in V kN, Sp2n is

defined by a non-degenerate alternating bilinear form on V, and SON is defined by
a non-degenerate quadratic form Q on V. Let 9 be the conjugacy class of parabolic
subgroups of G which consists of the stabilizers of isotropic lines in V (in the case

of GLN ail lines are considered to be isotropic). Then 9 is isomorphic to the

subvariety of P( V) formed by the isotropic lines. For GLN and SpN we get in this

way the full projective space P(V). In the orthogonal case we get a quadratic
hypersurface â in P(K). In the case of GLN we hâve indî£w 1 1 -h p and W^ 1.

For SpN and SON9 indj£w 1 1 -h p + £, where &lt;^ is a permutation représentation
of degree n — 1, and W^ has order 2. If &lt;r is the generator of W*, the contribution
coming from p in H*(0*A) is the — l)-eigenspace of a, and the fixed points of a
correspond to £ and the trivial représentation of W.

The following terminology is used in the orthogonal case. Let q be a quadratic
form on a vector space U. By the radical of q we mean the set of ail vectors x g U
such that #(j -h x) q(y) for ail y € U. Let /? be the bilinear form on U defined by
jS(w, v) q(u -f v) — q(u) — q(v). The radical of q is also the set of ail ^-isotropic
vectors in U1, where U1- is defined using p. If char (k) # 2, then the radical of q is

simply £/x.
The following results are due to a large extent to Lehrer and Shoji. They

assume that char (k) =0, but for 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 their proofs carry over to
arbitrary characteristic. In the even orthogonal case there are some orbits
which they cannot handle, and the characteristic 2 case requires some additional
arguments.
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PROPOSITION 1.6. (cf. [8, §6]) (a) Let xeGLN be unipotent and let
d dim Ker (x - 1). Then

(b) The same resuit holds for A e q\n nilpotent, with d dim Ker (A).

Proof. We take 0&gt; as in 1.5. Then W* 1 and we consider PA as a polynomial
with coefficients in Z. Moreover ind^^ 1 1 -f p and therefore (QA, p&gt; PA — 1.

Let U Ker (,4). Then &amp;A can be identified with P(J7). It follows immediately that
PA If-J ^&apos;. Thus &lt;Ô^ p&gt; If&quot;/ ?«.

PROPOSITION 1.7. (cf. [8,6.5,6.6]) (a) Let x e Sp2n be unipotent and let
&lt;/ dimKer(x-l). Then

d-\ d-\
&lt;Qx,p&gt;= Z g&apos;, &lt;QX,O= 1

i=\ i=2
i odd / even

(b) The same results hold for A e sp2w nilpotent, with d dim Ker (A).

Proof In this case a acts as multiplication by — 1)&apos; on H2l(âP). Let U
Ker(^t). Then &amp;A can be identified with P(I/)cP(K), and the natural map
//*( P( V)) -+//*( P(£/)) is surjective. The resuit follows.

PROPOSITION 1.8. (cf. [8,7.15]) (a) Let xeSO2n+x be unipotent and let
&lt;/ dim Ker (x — 1), r the dimension of the radical of the restriction of Q to
Ker (x - 1). Then the following hold.

(i) If r is even or char (k) 2,

/ odd

(ii) Tf r w odd and char (fc) # 2,

&apos;&apos;

i odd t even

(b) The same results hold for A e so2n+i nilpotent, with Ker (x - 1) replaced by

Ker (A).
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Proof. In this case a acts as multiplication by (-1)1 on H2l(0&gt;). Let U
Ker (A). Then 0&gt;A can be identifiée with £v P(U) r\â. If char (k) 2, then U
contains VL. As we shall see in 3.3 and 3.5 we hâve then

dim TO,)-{i ^ - even and 0 ^^2(^-2),
v u} (0 otherwise,

and the natural map H*(!) -+H*{£tv) is surjective. The resuit follows. The proof
for char (k) # 2 is given in 4.3.

PROPOSITION 1.9. (cf. [8,7.28]) (a) Let x e SO2n be unipotent and let
d dim Ker (x — 1), r the dimension of the radical of the restriction of Q to

Ker(x - 1). Then the following hold.

(i) If r is odd, then

/=1 i=2
/ odd i even

(ii) If r is even, then

&lt;QX, P&gt; Y q&apos; + q«+&apos;-M9 (Qx, O &quot;f q\
j=l i=2
i odd * even

(b) The same results hold for A g so2m nilpotent, with Ker(x — 1) replaced by
Ker (A).

The proof is given in 4.4 and 4.5.

1.10. One of the ingrédients used in [8] is the following resuit of Lusztig, which
is stated in [1].

PROPOSITION. Let L be a Levi factor of some parabolic subgroup of G. Let
x eLbe unipotent. Then Qx{\) ind£a) ô£(l), where W(L) is the Weyl group ofL,
considered as a subgroup of W.

This resuit is characteristic free. A crucial ingrédient in Lusztig&apos;s unpublished
proof is the fact that Springer&apos;s Green functions, which are defined in ternis of the

W-aetion on H*(@x), are integer valued, and this is now known to hold in every
characteristic [9]. The corresponding resuit for nilpotent éléments is however not
proven.
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COROLLARY. In this situation, let x be a regular unipotent élément of L. Then

rankss G - rankss L.

Proof. In this case Q* 1. The first equality follows then from Frobenius
reciprocity and the second from géométrie properties of p.

The corresponding results for nilpotent éléments in g hold at least when the
characteristic is good. For nilpotent éléments in bad characteristic, we will use
instead the following resuit.

PROPOSITION 1.11. Let M be a connected reductive subgroup of G containing
a maximal torus of G, m its Lie algebra and W its Weyl group. Let A e m hâve

Jordan décomposition As + An. Suppose that tq{As) cm. Then QGA =ind^ Q%. If
moreover cQ(As) m, then QGA ind£ QAn.

The proof is given in 2.7.

2. Partial resolutions

2.1. We sketch a proof of Theorem 1.2, following essentially [4]. The key tool
is intersection cohomology. Recall that intersection cohomology is a functor which
assigns to a pair (X, $£) consisting of an irreducible algebraic variety X and a local

System of Qt -modules if defined over a smooth dense open subset of X a complex
of Qrsheaves \C(X\ if), viewed as an object in a suitable triangulated category.

Let X {(jc, B) e g x &lt;# | x e Lie (£)}, Y {(x, P) e g x ^ | x e Lie (P)}, p : X
-? g and q : Y -? g the first projections and n : X -? Y the map which associâtes to
(jc, B)eX the pair (jc, P) e Y such that P =&gt; B. Let also grs be the set of ail regular
semisimple éléments in g, Xrs =/?~1(grs), ^rs ^~!(9rs)-

At this point let us note that grs may be empty, as is the case for symplectic Lie
algebras in characteristic 2. This difficulty, which does not anse in the group case,

can be overcome by enlarging the center of G in a suitable way. For example, in
characteristic 2 we may replace SpN by the subgroup of GLN generated by SpN and
the center of GLN.

Let us assume henceforth that grs # 0. The restriction pTS of p to Xrs^Qr8 is a

Galois covering with Galois group W and the restriction qn of q to yrs -» grs is a

covering on which W* acts by deck transformations. Let also 7irs : Xn -? yrs be the

restriction of n.

If Z is any variety, let lz, or simply 1, dénote the constant local System on Z
with Q/ as stalk. The results above imply that prs+l and qt^\ are local Systems on
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grs. Moreover pTS+ 1 is equipped with a W-action which affords the regular représentation

on the stalks and qrs+l is equipped with a W^-action, hence also with an
N(0&gt;) -action. Let e :l-+Rn4tl Rnil[7z*lbethe adjunction morphism and let sTS be

its restriction to Frs. Then #rsj|{(£rs) : ^?l-^rs*71™*! is iV(^)-equivariant and

induces a ff^-equivariant isomorphism

?B«1S(^1)^. (2.1.1)

The group actions can be taken out of the local Systems in the following way.
Let W(0*)A be a complète set of représentatives for the isomorphism classes of
irreducible QtW{^)-modules, and for 9eW{0&gt;Y let JtQ Jfomm^(e9pnttl)9
where 0 is the constant local System on grs with stalk 0. Then JtQ is a local System

of Q/-vector spaces on g^, and there is a natural isomorphism

/&gt;rs*l= ffi Jte®QlO. (2.1.2)
0 e W(&amp;)A

Notice that Mx ^(pnj)wm9 and hence Jtx =^qrs*l by 2.1.1.

The maps p and q are small in the sensé of [5, 6.2]. They are also proper and

both X and Y are smooth. Following [loc. cit.] we hâve then natural isomorphisms

^i^l) and Jl^lsIC(B;fc*l). (2.1.3)

The morphism of local Systems qrs+eTS : #rs*l -*Prs*l induces a morphism

IC(g; &lt;7rs*ers) : IC(g; ^rsj|tl)

Moreover both IC(g; qrs*eTS) and Rq+e : Rq+l^Rq+Rn+l Rp+1 restrict to

#rs*ers over 9rs- Hence IC(g; qrs+srs) agrées with Rq+e under the isomorphisms 2.1.3.

By functoriality of intersection cohomology, W acts on IC(g;/?rsj|el) and N(9)
acts on IC(g; qn+ï). Therefore W acts on Rp+1 and N(&amp;) acts on Rq+1. Since

^rs*£rs is iV(^)-equivariant, so are IC(g; ^rs#firs) and Rq+e. For 0 g W^(^) a we hâve

IC(g; Jt0 ®Ql0) =lC(g; Jte) ®Q/0, and in view of 2.1.1 we hâve therefore

It follows then from 2.1.1 that IC(g; qn*en) induces a W^-equivariant isomorphism
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and hence that Rq^e induces a WK^-equivariant isomorphism

Rq+l*Rp +
lm&quot;). (2.1.4)

This is the form of the Borho-MacPherson theorem which is needed hère.

Let A e g. Since p is proper, h*((Rp + l)A) s H*($A)9 and the action of W on

Rp*l induces therefore an action of W on H*($A). This is the Springer représentation.

Similarly, q is proper and therefore h*((Rq + ï)A) H*(&amp;A), and we get in this

way an action of W^ on H*(0&gt;A). The homomorphism h*((Rq + l)A) -*h*({Rp + l)A)
induced by Rq*s corresponds under the above isomorphisms to the homomorphism
nA : H*(0&gt;A)-&gt;H*(@A) induced by nA : &amp;A -+0&gt;A. Thus n% is N(^)-equivariant and
induces a H^-equivariant isomorphism H*(0&gt;A) ^H*(@A)wm. This proves 1.2.

For later use, let us note that if Z e g is central, then the map Av~* A + Z from
g to g leaves grs invariant and lifts in a canonical way to X and Y. It follows that
for every A e g the Springer représentations for A and A + Z are isomorphic.

2.2. Consider an algebraic variety Z and a morphism / : Z -&gt; g. Let
I&apos; ZxqI, F Z xq Y. By proper base change we hâve canonical isomorphisms

//*(Jn^#*(Z;/*/*/&gt;,,1) and //*(F) ^//*(Z; f*Rq+l). It follows that
H^acts on //*(,T) and *F^ acts on H*{Y&apos;). Moreover f*Rq+e is JV(^)-equivariant
and induces a H^-equivariant isomorphism H*{Y&apos;) ^ H*{Xf)w^\ Let Z, be a

second variety and let g\Zx-^Z be a morphism, /i=/°g, X^Z! x^,
r;=Z,xqr. Then the homomorphisms (g x Q X)* : H*(X&apos;)-+H*(X\) and

(g xq Y)* : //*(Fr) -&gt;//?()&quot;,) are respectively W-equivariant and JF^-equivariant.
Suppose for example that we hâve ZxaZ c g and that/and g are the inclusion

morphisms. Then W^ acts on //*(^~1(Z)) and H*(q~1(Z])) and the restriction

homomorphism H*(q ~ \Z)) -*&gt; H*(q ~ !(Z! is W^-equivariant. This can be used in

some cases to compare the ff^-module structures on H*(^A) and H*(0*A&gt;), for
éléments A,A&apos;e% using a suitable subvariety Z of g contaîning both A and A&apos;9

and taking for Z, successively {A} and {^4&apos;}. We give hère two simple applications.

2.3. Proof of Lemma 1.4

Taking A &apos; 0 and Z g, we hâve equivariant homomorphisms

But the projection pr2 : Y -&gt; ^ is a vector bundle map and induces an isomorphism

(pr2)* : //*(^) s //*(F) which is inverse to H*(Y) -?//*(^0). This implies 1.4.
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LEMMA 2.4. Let Z be a connected subvariety of g such that 0&gt;A 0&gt;A&gt; for ail
A,A&apos;eZ. Then H*(0&gt;A) and H*{0&gt;A) coïncide as W*-modules for ail A, A&apos; e Z.

Proof Let F be the common value of 9A for A e Z. Then Y&apos; q~\Z)
Z x F. For A e Z, let jA : F-&gt;Z x F be defined by?K (A, P). Since Z is

connected, y^ : H*(Y&apos;) -+ H*(F) is independent of A e Z and surjective. We know also

that y 3 is JT-equivariant when H*(F) is given the same structure of W-module as

H*{0&gt;A). The resuit follows.

2.5. Let P g ^\ B c P a Borel subgroup, Ic5a maximal torus, and L^Ta
Levi factor of P. We hâve an obvious commutative diagram

GjT
I i

GIL &gt; G/P s ^
which induces a commutative diagram

H*(G/T) &lt; H*(G/B) s H*(

î î i
— H*(GjP) S A

in which the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms. The groups W ^NG(T)/T and
W^ s NG(L)/L act by right multiplication on G/T and G/L respectively, and hence

also on //*(Jf) and H*(0&gt;) respectively. As mentioned already in 1.1, this action of
W on H*(â80) is the Springer représentation of W on H*(@Q), and it follows
therefore from 1.2 that this action of W* on H*(0&gt;) coincides with the représentation

of W* on H*(0&gt;o) defined in 2.1.

2.6. In the case of orthogonal groups and quadrics (cf. 1.5), we can replace the

variety G\L by the subset X of â x â consisting of the pairs (je, y) such that the

subspace x + y of V is not isotropic, and the action of a on G/L corresponds to the

involution s : (x, y)*-* (y, x). The first projection from X to J is an affine bundle,
hence induces an isomorphism H*{â) £ H*(X), and the action of a on H*(££)

corresponds to s*. Another way to look at the action of a is to use also the second

projection from X to â. The action of a is then obtained by composing the

isomorphisms

H*(Ê) Pê H*(X) Pâ H*(£). (2.6.1)
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2.7. Let M be a connectée! reductive subgroup of maximal rank in G, m its Lie
algebra and W its Weyl group. Then each Borel subgroup of M is contained in
exactly [W : W] Borel subgroups of G. Let m&apos; be the set of ail éléments A e m
whose semisimple part As satisfies cq(As) c m. Then for every A em&apos; and B e&amp;A,

BnM is a Borel subgroup of M whose Lie algebra contains A.
Let m;s m&apos;ngrs. Then m&apos;rs is also the set of ail regular semisimple éléments

of m which are contained in m&apos;. Let m&apos; be the variety of ail pairs (A, B&apos;) with
A em&apos; and Bf a Borel subgroup of M whose Lie algebra contains A, and let

pf - m&apos;-* m&apos;, (A, B&apos;) \-+A be the first projection. Let also m&apos;n p/&quot;1(m;s) and let
Ï&gt;&apos;ts &apos;- rôrs-*mrs t&gt;e the restriction of p&apos;. Suppose that grs # 0. Then

Rp*lzlC(m&apos;;p&apos;rs*l) (2.7.1)

is the intersection complex which defines the Spnnger représentations relative to M
and W for the éléments of m&apos;.

Let X and p : X-+q be as in 2.1. Let X&apos; p~l(m% X&apos;TS=p~l(m&apos;rs), and let
p&apos; : À&quot;-?m&apos;, p&apos;rs : X&apos;rs-+m&apos;rs be the restrictions of p. Consider (AQ, Bo) e X&apos;.

Then (Ao, BonM) e m&apos;. Moreover there is a unique irreducible component X&apos;o

of X&apos; which contains (Ao, Bo)9 X&apos;o is obtained by applying M-conjugation to
(Lie (50)ntn&apos;) x {Bo}, and (A, B) \-? (^4, B nM) derînes an isomorphism from Xq
to m&apos;. Let/?o : ^o&quot;*m&apos; and/?ors : X&apos;o n^rs -^ ™rs be the restrictions of/?&apos;. Comparing
with 2.7.1, we get an isomorphism

Rp&apos;o*l^lC(m&apos;;p&apos;Ontl). (2.7.2)

The description of the components of X&apos; shows also that they are disjoint.
Summing 2.7.2 over the components of X&apos;, we get an isomorphism

Rp&apos;tl*IC(m&apos;;p&apos;ntï). (2.7.3)

We get a W-action on the right hand side of 2.7.3 by using the functoriality of
intersection cohomology together with the JF-action on the local System p&apos;n+l.

However the définition of Springer représentations for g requires that we use as

W-action the restriction to Rp+1 of the JF-action on Rp+1 defined in 2.1. Fortunately
thèse two actions of W hâve the same restriction to p;TS^ 1, and hence coincide.

Choose a maximal torus Ta M and a Borel subgroup B e ai containing T. Using
5toidentify *Fwith7VG(jT)/rand5nMtoidentify W withNM(T)/T, JFbecomes
a subgroup of W. We get then an isomorphism of local Systems

l. (2.1A)
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Separating group actions from local Systems as in 2.1, we find that 2.7.4 induces

JF-equivariant isomorphisms

&apos;;/?^l) sIC(m; Q,W ®QlW.p&apos;n*l) sQ/^ ®Q/ir IC(m&apos;;/&gt;;s&gt;Kl). (2.7.5)

Combining with 2.7.1 and 2.7.3, we get a W-equivariant isomorphism

^il. (2.7.6)

Looking at the stalks at A e m&apos; and taking cohomology in 2.7.6, we get an

isomorphism of graded Jf-modules

where J^(M) is the variety of ail Borel subgroups of M. Thus Ô2 =ind|£ g&quot;.

When the semisimple part As of A satisfies tQ(As) m, then As is central in m, and
therefore Q% Qa-as- This proves 1.11.

3. Cohomology of quadrics

In this section we review some classical results on the cohomology of quadrics.

3.1. Let F be a finite dimensional vector space over k, of dimension Ne
{2n, 2n + 1}, equipped with a non-degenerate quadratic form Q, and let J c P(F) be

the corresponding quadric, G the full orthogonal group defined by g, and G G° the

spécial orthogonal group. Let also p(x, y) Q(x -h y) — Q(x) - Q(y) be the bilinear
form associated to Q. The radical of the restriction of Q to a subspace Uof Fis denoted

Uo, and we say that U is of type (d, r) if dim £/ d and dim U0 r (recall that by the

radical we mean the set of ail isotropic vectors in Un Ux). Given integers d ^ r ^ 0,

there are subspaces of type (rf, r) in V ifand only ifd + r ^ iV. Moreover the subspaces

of type (d, r) are ail 5-conjugate, except when char (k) 2, both N and rf + r are odd
and d + r &lt;N9in which case we must know whether they contain VL. For a subspace

U of K, let Êa ânP(U). Our object in this section is to describe H*{âv) and to
understand the restriction homomorphism H*{â)

3.2. It is convenient to consider séquences of subspaces

Um c C/(1) c • • • c l/(m) (3.2.1)

in F, with t/O) of type (âfy, ry), such that d} + ry M is constant (0 ^y ^ m). Given
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such a séquence, we can find a linearly independent family (eu eM) such that

Q(ItJ^MxJeJ)=J:j^(M+l)/2xJxM_J+l and such that each Ui0 is generated by
(ej)j&lt;dt&apos; In particular, the séquence (3.2.1) can be extended to a similar séquence
in which d0 — r0 &lt; 1, m —r0 and d, do + i, and ail such séquences are (j-conju-
gate, unless char (k) 2, both N and M are odd and M &lt; N, in which case there

are two orbits.
In particular, let U be a subspace of V of type (d9 r). If d — r ^ 2, then U

contains a subspace £/&apos; of type (rf — 1, r + 1), and £/&apos; is unique up to conjugation
under the stabilizer of U in Similarly, if r ^ 1, then (7 is contained in a subspace
£/&quot; of type (d +1, r — 1), and ail such subspaces are conjugate under the stabilizer
of U in G.

LEMMA 3.3. Let U a V be a subspace of type (d, r). Then the following
hold.

(a) If U&apos; aU is a subspace of type (d -\,r + 1), then £V\£V&apos; S /\d~2.

(b) If d -r is odd, then

1 ifi^2(d-2)is
0 otherwise.

(c) If d — r is even and d &gt; r,

f 1 i/i ^ 2(d - 2) is even andi^d + r-2,
dim Hl(£u) —&apos;

[0 otherwise.

(d) Ifd-r=0, then

ifi^2(d-
0 otherwise.

Proof This follows easily from the discussion in 3.2. Notice that âv P(£/) if
ûf-/&apos;=0andJ(/ P(t/O) if &lt;/ - r 1.

3.4. If K, and V2 are two finite dimensional vector spaces, we say that a linear

map / : VX-*V2 has maximal rank if rank (/) min {dim K,, dim V2}.

LEMMA. Let U be a subspace of V. Then for every m eH the restriction map
Hm(P(V)) -+Hm(£v) has maximal rank.
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Proof. Let (d, r) be the type of U. Choose a subspace F&apos; =&gt; U of dimension
d + r and to which Q has a non-degenerate restriction. Using 3.3 and the factor-
ization

Hm{ P( F)) -? //&quot;*( P( F&apos;)) -&gt; i/w(^ r -&gt; #m(^ k

the problem reduces to the well-known fact that the restriction map Hm(P(V&apos;)) -?

Hm(ây) has maximal rank.

LEMMA 3.5. For every m e M, the restriction map Hm(â)-*Hm(âv) has maximal

rank.

Proof. Let e min {dim Hm{â\ dim Hm{Èv)}. The resuit is obvious if e 0,

and it is an immédiate conséquence of 3.3 if e 2. We may thus assume that
e 1. Then dim Hm(P(V)) 1. Using the obvious commutative diagram

\ / (3.5.1)
H*(P(V))

the resuit follows from 3.4.

4. The orthogonal case

As in Section 3, F is a vector space of dimension N g {2n, 2n -h 1} equipped
with a non-degenerate quadratic form Q and G O(Q), G SO(Q) are the

corresponding orthogonal and spécial orthogonal groups. We choose &amp; as in 1.5.

Then &amp; is isomorphic to the quadratic hypersurface JcP(F) defined by g,
W^ {1, a}9 ind^) (1) 1 + p + £, where f is a permutation représentation of
degree « — 1, and g acts trivially on &lt;J

&gt;r(^) and as — 1 on p ^(^}. Let

^ {A € g | /4 is nilpotent} be the nilpotent variety of g. If A ç&gt;Jf and
U Ker (A), we can identify 0&gt;A with la and we let iA dénote both inclusion

maps 0&gt;A-»0&gt; and 2LV -&gt; J.

4.1. Suppose that iV 2«. Then dim H2in~\S) 2. We can identify the action
of a on //2(w - l\l) H2{n ~ l)(Ê0) by using the subvariety lofixi defined in 2.6.

Let V and F&quot; be maximal isotropic subspaces of V such that V F&apos; © F&quot;.

Let £/ P( V) x P( F&quot;)) n X. Then both projections Y-+P( V) and 7 -? P( V&quot;) are
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affine bundles. We hâve therefore a commutative diagram

r
H2(n - 1)(J) P^ H2(n -

in which the vertical arrows are restriction morphisms. Notice that H*(P(V&apos;)) and
H*(P(K&quot;)) are naturally isomorphic. The subvariety X of P(K&apos;) x P(V&quot;) is defined

by the perfect pairing V x V&quot; -*k induced by Q. The same pairing is also induced
by a non-degenerate alternating form. From the symplectic case, the composition of
the isomorphisms in the top row of 4.1.1 is multiplication by — l)&quot;&quot;1.

If n is even, then V and V&quot; are G-conjugate. It follows that g acts as

multiplication by -1 on the image of H2(n~ 1)(P(K/)) in H2(n~ °(J). Since the same
holds for every maximal isotropic subspace of V, a acts as multiplication by — 1 on
the whole of H2i&quot;-l\l).

If n is odd, then V and V&quot; are not G-conjugate and the restriction map

H2(n - 1}(3) -&gt; H2(n ~ ]\ P( F&apos;)) 0 #2(w ~ °( P(F&quot;))

is an isomorphism. Since —l)&quot;&quot;^!, the action of a on the left hand side

corresponds to the permutation of the two factors in the right hand side. Thus a
acts as the identity on the image of H2(n~ l\P(V)) in H2(n~l\l) and as multiplication

by — 1 on the cokernel.
More generally we hâve for every N, even or odd:

LEMMA. a acts as multiplication by -1)&apos; on the image ofH2l(P(V)) in H2l(Ê)
and as multiplication by —X on the cokernel.

Proof. Using 1.2 with A =0, we get &lt;P0, -1&gt; &lt;g0, p} S;=, qmJ, where

mx,..., mn are the exponents of G. We know therefore the dimension of the

—l)-eigenspace of a on H2l(Ê). Comparing with 3.3, and using 3.4, we find that
the results stated in the lemma hold, except maybe when / n — 1, N 2n and n is

odd, a case we hâve just discussed above.

4.2. We need a few facts about nilpotent infinitésimal orthogonal transformations.

Let A e jV.
Suppose that char (k) # 2. Then V can be written as an orthogonal direct sum

of A -stable subspaces such that the restriction of A to any of thèse subspaces has

either only one Jordan block (necessarily of odd size) or two Jordan blocks of even
size (the sizes are necessarily equal). In particular, the partition k of N whose parts
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are the dimensions of the Jordan blocks of A is an orthogonal partition, that is, for
each even integer m &gt; 0 the number of parts of X equal to m is even. Each block of
dimension 1 is a one-dimensional non-degenerate subspace of Ker (A) and the other
blocks contribute to the radical of Ker (A).

Suppose that char (k) 2. Following Hesselink [6], we can décompose V as an

orthogonal direct sum of A -stable subspaces on which the restriction of A has one
of the following forms. In Hesselink&apos;s notation, the various possibilities are W(m)
(m &gt; 1), Ws(m) (m&gt;l,[(m + \)/2]&lt;s&lt;Zm) and D(m) (m 7&gt; \). There is exactly one
factor of type D(m) (for some m) if N is odd, and none if N is even. A factor D(l)
is a one-dimensional non-degenerate subspace. The other factors consist ail of two
Jordan blocks, both of dimension m for W{m) and Ws(m), one of dimension m and

one of dimension m — 1 for D(m) {m &gt; 2). The kernel of the restriction of A to any
of thèse factors has thus dimension 2. It is non-degenerate for W(l), completely
isotropic for W(m) (m &gt; 2) and Ws(m) (s &lt; m), and has a radical of dimension 1 for
Wm{m) and D(m) (m ^ 2). The factors of type W{m) are characterized by the fact
that they can be written as the direct sum of two A -stable completely isotropic
subspaces.

LEMMA. For every A e jV, the W^-structure on H*{^A) dépends only on

Ker (A).

Proof. Let U be a subspace of V which is the kernel of some nilpotent élément

of g and let (d, r) be its type. If U±nU ^ Uo, then d — r is odd, as follows from the
discussion above, and using 4.1 and the results in Section 3 we find that a acts as

multiplication by -1)&apos; on H2l(0&gt;A) for every A g Jf such that Ker (A) U.

We may therefore assume that U1- n U Uo. Let E {A e Jf \ Ker (A) U}.
In view of 2.4 it is enough to show that E is irreducible.

Let V be a complément to Uo in U and let V&quot; Vf±. Let g&quot;cgI(K&quot;) be

the orthogonal Lie algebra defîned by the restriction of Q to V&quot; and let
E&quot; {A&quot; e g&quot; | A&quot; is nilpotent and Ker (A&quot;) U0}. Then E is the set of ail éléments

A g g which leave both V and V&quot; stable, restrict to 0 on V and to an élément of
E&apos; on V&quot;. Thus E s E&quot;. We may therefore assume that U is completely isotropic.

Assuming now that U U09 the stabilizer H of U in G is a parabolic subgroup
of G. Let B be a Borel subgroup of H and let EB En Lie (B). Then EB is an open
subset of a subspace of Lie (B), and hence is irreducible or empty. Moreover E is

the image of the morphism H x EB -&gt; g, (A, A) f—? Ad /*C4). Since E # 0, is is

therefore irreducible.

COROLLARY 1. Suppose that char (A:) # 2. Then for every AsjV, there exists

an élément AqEjV such that H*(0&gt;A) H*(0&gt;Aq) as W^-modules, with Ao corre-
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sponding to a partition which has either no part ^ 3, or exactly one part ^ 3

{necessarily odd), or exactly two parts ^ 3 and thèse parts are equal. In particular Ao
is a regular nilpotent élément in a Levi factor I of some parabolic subalgebra of g.

COROLLARY 2. Suppose that char (k) =2 and N is even. Let A e JT be such

that Ker (A) is of type (d, r) with r even and d + r &lt;N. Then there exists an élément

A^eJf such that H*(0&gt;A) H*(0&gt;Aq) as W^-modules and such that Ao has a

décomposition into factors oftheform W(\), W(2) and exactly one factor oftheform
W{m) with m&gt;3.

4.3. Suppose that char (k) ^ 2 and let N be odd. Then a acts as multiplication
by -1)1 on H2l(0&gt;\ Let A e g be nilpotent, (d, r) the type of U Ker (A). Notice
that d is odd.

Suppose first that r is even. Then /J : H*(&amp;) ^H*(^A) is surjective. It follows
that a acts as multiplication by — 1)&apos; on H2l(^A), and we get the resuit stated in
1.8(i).

Suppose next that r is odd and r # d. In view of 4.2 we may assume that A is

a regular nilpotent élément in a Levi factor 1 of some parabolic subalgebra of g,

withrankssg-rankssl (&lt;/-l)/2. By 1.10 we hâve (PA, -1&gt;(1) (QA, p&gt;(l)

{d — l)/2. As for r even we can identify the action of a on Im i%. Considering Im ij
as a part of PA, we hâve

0 &lt;&gt; i &lt;. d- 2 0 &lt;• i &lt;¦ d— 2

i odd i even

In particular &lt;Im i%, p&gt;(l) (d — l)/2. This implies that a acts trivially on the

cokernel of i&apos;J which has dimension 1, and we get 1.8(ii) for r #rf.
Finally suppose that r d. Then U is totally isotropic, 2tv P(U) and

dim &amp;A d — 1. In this case i*A is surjective and therefore a acts as multiplication
by (-1)&apos; on H2l(0&gt;A). We find

i odd i even

Since d is odd and r d thèse formulas coïncide with those in 1.8(ii). This

complètes the proof of 1.8.

4.4. Let N be even, and assume that char (k) # 2. Let A € g be nilpotent, (d, r)
the type of U Ker (v4). Then t/ is even. The involution a acts as multiplication by

-1)1 on H2l(0&gt;), except for / n - 1 when /* is odd. In this case H1{n-X\0&gt;) has
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dimension 2, and as observed in 4.1 a acts trivially on the image of H2{n~l\P(V))
in H2(n ~ X\M) and as multiplication by — 1 on the cokernel.

Suppose first that dim H2{n~ X\ÊV) &lt;* 1. Then a acts as multiplication by -1)&apos;

on i*A(H2l(2)) c H2l{âv). If r is odd, then ij is surjective and we get 1.9(i). Suppose
that r is even. Using 4.2 we find that we may assume that A is regular nilpotent in
a Levi factor of some parabolic subalgebra of g. By 1.10 we find then that
(PA, —1&gt; d/2. As there are only (d/2) — 1 odd numbers between 1 and d — 2, a
must act as —1 on the cokernel of /*J&gt; a^d 1.9(ii) follows.

We are left with the case where dim H2(n~ x\£v) 2. Then d + r 2n and iA is

surjective. It follows easily that 1.9(ii) holds also in this case.

4.5. Consider the same situation as in 4.4, but assume now that char (k) 2. As
in 4.4, the problem reduces to proving that a acts as -1 on the cokernel of i%. We

may thus assume that r is even and d + r &lt;N, and we must find a substitute foi
1.10.

In view of Corollary 2 in 4.2, we may assume that there exists an ,4-stable

orthogonal décomposition V =f V © V&quot; such that the restriction of A to V is of
type W(m) and the restriction of A to V&quot; has only factors of type W(\) or W(7).
We define a morphism / h-? At from A1 to g such that Ao A as follows. We require
first that each At stabilizes both V and V&quot;. For every t, the restriction of At to V&quot;

coincides with the restriction of A. Choose a basis (eu e2m) of V such that the

restriction of Q to V corresponds to Ej ^l^mxtx2m-l+\ and such that the matrix
of the restriction A &apos; of A to V has coefficients

if y i + 1 and i # m,
0 otherwise.

Choose also distinct non-zero éléments A1,..., km _ 2 e k. Setting Xm _ x — ^m 0» let
D be the endomorphism of V whose matrix is diagonal with diagonal coefficients

(^i,..., Am, Àm,..., Àx). Then for every / e A1 the restriction of At to V is defined

to be A&apos; + tD.
Let Ut Ker (At\ U&apos;t Utn V\ U&quot; Un V&quot; =Utn V&quot;. Then Ut U&apos;t® U%

where the two factors are mutually orthogonal, and U\ is generated by the vectors

*m+i and

m - 1 (j - 1

«/- E (II&apos;&apos;

Notice that J7Î is completely isotropic. For t^O and 1 &lt;i^m — 2, the (^)-
eigenspace of At has dimension 2 and contains exactly two isotropic Unes which are
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generated respectively by the vectors

&lt;* i Cii*&amp;+**)\j and &lt;*=m f lCii*&amp;+**+1-
J 1 \h 1 / 7 1 V» 1

It follows that for / # 0, &amp;At is the union of £Ut with 2(m — 2) isolated points given
by the isotropic lines kv&apos;ui and kv&quot;tl (1 &lt;&gt;i &lt;m —2).

Let F be as in 2.1. Making r vary, we find that F A1 xg Y has 2m -3
ineducible components. Using J instead of ^, the irreducible components of Yf
hâve the following description.

(1) The subvariety Z (J,e Ai {/} x J^, which is isomorphic to A1 x £v.
(2) For 1 &lt; / &lt; m - 2, the subvariety Z\ {(/, A:^;,) | / g A1} s A1.

(3) For 1 &lt; / &lt; m - 2, the subvariety Z; {(/, kv&quot;tl) \ î e A1} s A1.

The components Z and ZJ (1 &lt; / ^ m — 2) ail contain the point (0, kex). The

components Z and Z&quot; (l&lt;/^w—2) ail contain the point (0, kem+x). The

components of Y&apos; do not meet otherwise. This implies that for j ^ 1 the restriction
morphism HJ(Y) -^HJ(^A) is an isomorphism. In particular HJ{^A) and

HJ{0&gt;Al) are isomorphic as W^-modules, for jr £ 1. Let B ^4, and let B BS + Bn

be the Jordan décomposition of £, M C^(5J, m c^(Bs) Lie (M). Then M is

of type Dn_m + 2. Moreover Bn e m corresponds to an élément of so^_2m + 4 which
has r/2 factors H^(2) and (^/ - r)/2 factors PF(1). Let ^r be the Weyl group of M,
p&apos; the reflection représentation of W. Then

qi+q«+r-2)/2

and res[^ p p&apos; + (m — T)\w • By 1.11, Ôb ind^ ô^- Therefore

i odd

1 &lt;. i ^d
/odd

In view of the isomorphism between HJ(0&gt;A) and HJ(^B) forj ^ 1, we find that

1.9(ii) holds for A, and in particular a acts as multiplication by — 1 on the cokernel

of i%. This complètes the proof of 1.9.
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